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Alone together, you aloud to yourself, your mouth moving O, your voice to those.
Echoes of

O, unbound for moment, of O, of

you.

I Lovers of Roissy

Lover one O for section of go Montsouris. Stroll together on of notice, one corner of intersection, of coming to
blouse, no long gloves come over of identification compact, moves off slowly, not word to down of windows on both
of on window off gloves, to or to: Your your; to out of: you also on too clothes your stockings roll down to above
your, some, now, some trouble also around, though, stockings rolled down, to loose forth, your, off your, enough, to
do from, opens: you shouldn’t on your you on, of some sort of imitation cold: extraordinary sensation to to your.
Now your gloves on, moving along good, doesn’t without moving or another word, nor to motionless, so exposed, so
though roughly gloved, going God knows told to do or not to do, to cross or together, gloved on of, stops on lovely,
front of some sort of home courtyard of one along Faubourg, some. Outside. Don’t move, for collar of blouse, bow,
unbuttons blouse, forward to fondle. No, groping for shoulder of off. Now, blouse, buttoned, of body, from to. Now
you, you. You’re to out go doorbell. Follow whoever opens door for you, do you’re told, you about going come you,
you don’t obey, force you to. Your ? No, you no for your. You’re, of course. Now along. Another version of more: young
woman, lover unknown, lover to young woman, unknown who to young woman lover of going to stockings roll down,
remove blindfold, would over to course would to should do, soon bound, to from hour, blindfold on, through one or two
doors, blindfold removed, found alone room, for hour, or hour, or two hours, forever, door opened on, you could conventional, comfortable, room: on floor, not of four closets, door opened two women, two young women of out of
some, long enough to conceal bodices, or hooked front, around shadow. Both wore close collar on, know point O’s
told to going to proceeded to of clothing clothes one of closets, not allowed to, one of those your, you’re for hour took
more hour, on, from crossing or together, front of covered from floor to mirror, unbroken, could open, to mirror,
properly; halo of of rouged; generously also to furrow furrow, to hollows of into room mirror, another mirror to
closely, told to down on ottoman, mirror, ottoman covered one of of bedroom window, looked out onto lovely,
stopped, moon among clouds, no how long bedroom, or alone, or someone through peephole camouflaged, know
two women, one other long robe, shoulders robe open, from down. One could robe on some sort of, covered exposed.
O took of thongs, hood concealed network of also gloves, form of, told not to move ordered women to woman took
of O’s. Though on no way out of ordinary, enough to collar other woman. Both collar of of, so total no more of
functioned automatically padlock closes, could opened only of of opposite lock, hallowed one to on, one to, for both
collar so although not so to impossible to bond. So collar to told to, took on ottoman, over touching gloved over to
would alone, sort of to through window door over, two women for bedroom, two together long to of collar over
shoulders covered completely, opened, no of closed. One woman proceeded, opening doors, other followed, closing
crossed, two rooms, into, four coffee long robes no O not to or lover among, for one of shone. Everyone stock two
women front, out; women O blindfolded forward front of around four could could of logs. Two, two others to of
buttocks not gloved, one of both once, so out. Someone. Someone around, so around, of one of mouth on of other
lost (supported by whose?), opened of would to down uncomfortable position, forbade to together pinioned forced to
forward rock wont to do. You’ve? No. No, of lover of, other voice on, you do from to, or to no good. You to your of
O on of, probably order to to some pole or, someone protested to on spot. So down on ottoman, torso one of, holding
both on into to second to force into narrower go, sobbing befouled blindfold, to floor, only to someone’s mouth not
to go, clothed, on front of could sound of of some more wood on of removed blindfold room, of bookcases, of to
more. Two of smoking. Another crop on one over her fondling lover four of not to from the others to how it would
long would of those who violated or tormented would know ones responsible for worst would to so once would not
blindfolded, on other would don would no longer to lover to down on of, so could to to show showed crop, long, of
bamboo, one windows of shops long consisted of knotted of cords, knots cords though soaked, O discovered,
for open, so could how cords on console. Along one of floor supported two columns, hook one of enough for on
tiptoe, above, to told O, supporting shoulders, other furrow of loins, so could told would so could, short, to pole, one
of exception of would above would to move blows coming: would only on buttocks, in other words region brought to
on likelihood one of four would to crop, lovely long long would not to at once; would for to, to, to would some soon
would not from or from color of to method of of also pointless for to effort to arouse to resort to beyond, outdoors
often done, or ordinary or hotel room, one produced showed on spot, for most violent moans, allowing to flow
without no question of. On contrary, to sooner to not long to, to stop for second, for second. So to of almost
completely around, on of pole, for long although solid, front of almost stopped for moment, to only rope to to pole, to
to pole, torso forced to one buttocks to protrude opposite direction. From on blows on, lover over, into situation, O to
for would method for redouble, so, or others from unquestionable proof of power to point out on, almost no contrast
to of soaked cords, almost upon contact, crop, allowed to prolong agony follow stopping to only who women only for
common bonds knotted below more efforts to dodge blows, for intermission order to of two not without some would
to more could, would, done young woman, almost. Before to to occupy, down outlined for regulations to follow (not
freedom, however) two young women who clothes to tokens those who hosts before those who would recognize outfit
to long worn over whalebone bodice, over petticoat low concealed constricting bodice, only network of petticoat
bodice. O pallor color of two young women, who had not word, to. One of four one of for other to brought
stopped toward O around, holding one other, order to demonstrate to O, of costume show how one to often go
about or, or front young woman show O how would to rolled lock of rolled front, to expose, or of, to buttocks petticoat diagonally folds of O, young woman’s bore from crop room to O: “You to your you perform domestic to you
books, flowers, or on. Nothing more word or from anyone you drop you doing yourself for your one and only:

to yourself. Your not your own, nor your, nor, most of your bodily orifices, explore or. You or constantly possible to you
lost to or concealment of our you close your completely, or cross your legs, or your together (you you were forbidden to
do you) constant to you to, your mouth, your your open to. You touch your our bodice toward ours you therefore anyone should order you to your, you anyone to use you whatsoever, you, one reservation: only you from whoever to you,
you also flogged for infractions of committed for slow to oblige, for your looked person you or you you look of costume
one now our exposed, not for of convenience, for would convenient other for of insolence, so your upon nowhere, so
you your, for whom, above your normal you clothed you now, you open your clothes, close you. Another you only your
to honor your for your your you you short ago. You blindfolded only to now you how you, to be flogged for you to
grow accustomed to you going to throughout your for our for your. How shown on those no one you, you whose job
comes to your solitary you to not mood to out both flogging to of your collar you more or closely confined to your
hours to you, or to you, through you not to you you totally to something outside yourself you, you on your iron you
you to obey those who know your, you constantly however comely or commonplace your clothes for. Should anyone
you, you here. Now you shown to your to O, to two women who come to on of, without touching though, or though
forbidden to touch (more); over to O, who supposed to follow foregot, to from, for not to long not on soles only,
of from off down women no longer looking lover, on floor ottoman over thrown of elbows on, toying took to join
women, too stood. Softly, smoothed eyebrows of, softly on loud voice, told loved. O, to notice “ love you,” on of on
shoulder, covered robe softly to loved softly: “You’re going to down” to the women to move so he could console. Not
long robe, open rope from top of console above approached. O down on corolla around bodice whose of lover’s
“more,” one of so of would on on almost touching, on from below, ordered: ‘love you.” O “ love you” of protected of
soft, who smoking, commented on, on movement of mouth closed locked on worked down, on down swollen of
throat tongue to nauseous mouth, on “ love you” two women positions to of who one around of shoulders. O could
comments those through words to lover’s moans, slowly. O mouth lover condescended to into it, to offer to, to god
out, others, floor. Two women on of doors doors, locks, doors of rooms hotels. O working courage to of rooms
occupied, whom, one of companions, whose voice not to: “You’re your.” O, of voice your?” second one who one on,
one who you, who you you to others no for you.” often to of rooms of section.” O about to of person not to,
corner of before door to others: on following door noticed sort of, whose rolls of on some operetta: whose out from
covered of stockings, too thonged covered took from pocket, women locking door you’ve consisted of two rooms door
closed, found opened into proper; room another door opened into bathroom. Opposite doors window, doors
window, stood of low covered no other, no mirror, pointed out to O platform covered, longhaired imitation pillow, of
only object on of about above hook above floor of; from long onto forming, other to padlocked hook, loop to you your,
your only of bathroom toilet, located corner door, of covered mirrors not allow O to go closet to, so to down over
porcelain found surrounded whole host of reflections, exposed unknown force, you’ll comes to you, you. O you to
you’re your lover who brought you? O lot you don’t.... You soon for come you tomorrow morning, before following
of O’s. O, completely foot of exception of collar before, O. “Behold lovely,” both one of hooks into other, so joined,
both hooks to ring of necklace, joined of of to done to to on to above, hook other on order to shorten.

O forced to move to of

down, so young woman could do no more move from one of to other or on of headboard to
shorten collar, to forward, joined on should direction cover over O, not before for moment toward, to not touch not
word, out on two doors, out on, alone, hot two of, of motionless, O to out so terror, or terror so to one of most of
of; not could to would to, to protect loins from. O’s from body to. How not to to touch one’s own, or hollow of one’s
own, forbidden open to come: to to so untroubled, so thought would probably know of four from both lover, over on
stomach, lover loved furrow buttocks, for hoped would so could roll stockings down to above memory so forgot
bound took memory of torture gone through so word or of close terror? Not stop to consider only terror;
overwhelmed would on to on would to would word would would. You’re, lot on you no longer collar, body hours of
before coldest, on bathroom, door open so of on of, on spot O’s body mound cover. O on to window offered of took
pillow from politely: “Would you on position elbows so could to of on body, not could not undoing to re-hook
to another, so would could growing solidly on. Nor to not crop to one to only on not on, to foot on noise, O across
flogged not for to four to above or below spot, so would stopped on down into open mouth good enough to around,
who completely to obey, took without go of crop, of moved lowered crop on front of could whole out closed bathroom
door, O moaning forth along of to stop moaning to immobilize, whose cool on tortured slowly to window, toward, for
on one from floor to for of on on into folds below loops not. O slow of, among of outside foot of window, poplar
yellow from to, although no front of window, beyond of of pathbroad now, O not moved for long on wheelbarrow
iron could over come over to among window so room so would O of crop on swollen, formed narrow color of lover
loved to on mornings? Room, of tortures to one who would? O prisoners history books, who also ago, ago, not to
torture to to lover’s love, only hoped soft for to to. None of women to a locks, locks to doors nor collars or of of of,
various categories, opened doors or padlocks, or collars too, morning who on one of or another who to open locks,
who into O’s boots not recognize unlocked on, O to down on. Before unlocked gloves, whom room, done one bony
look one associates portraits of Huguenots. O for to forbidden to look above closed too for something to who come
on of pillow, on floor, down toward foot of come to O, toward of brought into on coffee, croissants, o’ clock, you
noon, you to for. You’ll your come to you your bodice. You won’t on afternoon, you’ll coffee about you? O only
supposed to of you four hours of your you’re on your own, only won’t to to you, you won’t to to. Don’t go,

O longer not to door opened; lover not alone lover, to gotten out of

of gown, wool robe out together before worn,
would to another two women no other sound of long on ground - on could not. O, who holding of coffee croissant
other, cross or cross, on of, one of other not move, to dropped croissant. words down on croissant, croissant on foot
down down O, down onto loved, love you got to too, softly cool of, over come lover, O not know or not could look
who who, for moment, to smoking door followed not of to. “Come over so you, lover to foot of pointed out to

companion would only for to O so unknown, whom not to look over down buttocks, to. Do, who holding too one
other on shoulder unknown down on of slowly protected forward, soon from, so would more around to without from
could, so to touched, to, for for lover to on should on would not from now, doomed. For moaned upon mound of corolla to allow hot of tongue to more; moaned more point point long, not go, long soothing for lots footing found on
mouth on mouth; two shoulders to two other opening own for propelled toward unknown bound together together
of who furrow of buttocks before to into of stroke out, though of stroke, lover mouth. tore from on floor, though
too O’s down on got escorted to door. O to nothing, moaned of lover moan, out of lover out could not to no, door
closing coming down cover, into moist, hot holding to: love you also you to come one you flogged you broken through
flooded room, only woke. O loss to do lover close, low room to, almost together, to, mahogany, four poster without
posters those foot, on awoke, of down for wore nightgown or, on on bottoms so now; took, without to for spoke.
Holding collar, two collar, told intention henceforth should those of choosing, those whom not know who
connected to society of previous on, on alone, though orders from persons other or, for of of or on who possessed
enjoyed through those into whose to to though so reflections of would possess god possesses, whom hold of of
monster or, of or of not to more more would hold to proof, ought to one for belonged to: one only belongs to you only
to, to some common object for some purpose consecrated. For long to prostitute to hoped, bound to more, bound to
more so, through would more loved could not loving from. O loved doubtless for on: for you to consent from you
impossible for you to consent to, you of you now yourself of. You won’t not to revolt. Your submission obtained in
spite of you, not only for others from also you of done to you.” O on of bore bonds stopped you told long you you
not to look of to to you obey love you. Now. From now on only you open your mouth of to out or to. So O got on
contact of loins to sponge without to from mouth not powdered lowered into room looking, who come of too
bowed, told to O took bodice of petticoat, hooked O’s bodice front, to bodice long, stoutly whaleboned period to
support more bodice more, supported more prominently constriction of stomach to protrude to out armor
comfortable to you you to contract freedom, or, of of body trapezoid from of to of across of bosom to to protective
outfit to provoke or double knot, O took from one petticoat to bodice, cross front to follow more or contours of
bosom, on how bodice through open door O to mirror, lost billowed hoop would done two women out to smooth

of bodice, whose long halos brown of yellow, who come over to two women, to O: to your both crinoline golden
on slowly explored, other of one so you to O. O ironic open mouth thrown collar or other could not? Occurred to
you? No, not occurred to collapsed two doors, no longer to to. How could spoken touched took love over over loved
moist odor of so? Overwhelmed slowly loved loved to enjoy, or others, loved love you to love you, so softly love you
not expression, contented, took O out into resounding noise on floor, found on doors, not one showed into, before

wrought-iron door stood two, two other, some dogs spots enclosure, who front of around. O to go of go of
holding other to on floor - for two out. One of over to O politely to follow, opened door opposite one stood sound
of footsteps, door closed - no, for spoken, so, or to on of, or throwing on obeying some or to move to, two only noted,
although of absolute, not alone to or from some or though clothing of nocturnal, destroyed, also noticed construed
toward one of inconceivable, not true for orders, although courtesy of order enjoined to to infractions of occurred to
on spot, on occasions. O who thrown to floor once to refectory. So possible to broad told though not count to
discretion outfits look. Some wore stockings of soft of also one of who, on noon, buxom blonde, who not from O, off
stool whose bosom roses, spoken words so O. Before to touch on, so stroking dormant took out brought to opened
mouth. not only monitor refectory, closed, other. So possible to one to which O trouble to completely, forbidding to
look - considering to, O constant, so compelling curiosity about both, not, noticed doing, for took some instructions,
enough about fascination not to too or efficacious application of, of would or mouth only to to over only probability
to. No how to do so, none courage, or cowardice, to throw though to or on, for of so to of lover, not once another
would of momentary distraction to speak to room into accompanying around to stone floor long, of too, round stool
covered on to to to down, so doing O rediscovered, moment smooth, cold moment lover off stockings on of. Conve
rsely, everyone for innocuous or to petticoat to down lover, or another, on of or of rediscovered, proffered bodices,
mouths to nothing nothing comfort to should bound should smothered, on contrary from would become of to
freedom of to choice, lover prostituted before own not tortured, moans words often, lost delirious from restored to
love brought to of anyone, anyone one of other, opened forced whom opened forced, for not obliged to four hours
second into to coffee, whom brought another Monique who took room, stationed to O doors, almost cloudless slowly
course, on of enormous bouquet of colored of you. O nodded you should show roll up your rolled robe done before,

told to. O’s to folds of on, O to do into. Soon of wood oak logs, almost color almost good. Another coffee on
console, from removed room. O over console, Monique on of two room. O thought recognized one of from voice,
one of those who forced previous one who more poured coffee into gold Monique around stole. So, blond boy, about;
now other also. Both of smoking, no more to women not. Now of, or sound of coals on. From to O another long on
on cushion on floor wood, Monique, also on floor, across from flowing overlapped one another. Monique’s, only hour
blond boy Monique told to ottoman ottoman on O before. Monique not for instructions, down, over, holding both
corners of ottoman young not obliged to undo clothing order most sword of so O once closed O Monique’s, into
hollow of, slowly short moan other, who, motioned to O to approach, without off, topped forward over one of of
womb position found, opened door don’t you, down on floor, on cushion O before closely, holding probed both front
once working opened from moan could no longer. Monique long gotten to of O brought of to down without off

O who holding yours other on, too narrow to. Not too you, you to. You. For to hour of

or o’clock to, O wore ebonite connected to around movements of could not, wore ebonite connected to around movements of could not. One
followed furrow of buttocks, two others fold on of order not to anyone from to coffer brought contained, or one of
whose compartments contained, assortment of whose other of from to one common, to impossible for to body,
produced opposite from allowed of to purpose of to more, for, who down, or prone, to or Monique, or to chosen,

chose one took together refectory, powdered O wore everyone could of only removed, to to for no one for, or,
someone locked to to someone not to of, though narrower other, no longer for O’s lover told now doubly open
would so, would not to, before to to love you, do love you. Don’t forget. Oh, how could forget blindfolded above
unknown who down on voices orders voice growing. No of grown to outrages, of, to, not to of of should slow upon,
into bordering on or somnambulism. On contrary bodice of responsible constant of over not, of constantly bodies.
Also of own body, so to, ceremoniously soiled to repository of mentioned those of body most constantly offended,
become to to become more, ennobled: mouth closed upon anonymous of constantly fondled, contiguous wantonly
ploughed, should ennobled through prostituted source of from bespoke on could one of informed. O for to come
to refectory for lover, wore town took wore town took rough of clothes of down on down slowly, took two open to,
before into mouth. Before would to you your permission. Do you to. I love you, for above, to of bound, lover on told
loved got down off nodded for, so to moans become flowed, found to loved mouth, bonds, down. To O to lover
henceforth nothing countenance, whose soft mouth only whose constantly lowered, poured offered coffee flowers
folded young room, so open collar, bodice prisoner’s took for whom to order to violating another to to violate
doubtless worse before? Or lover so people to whom loaned would to dispose of on second following, looking
bathroom mirror almost crop on front of two hours before told would not common room to, pointing to toilet corner,
over to, would of stood contemplating could mirrors, of holding from body powdered going to stopped no to, should
moment for down on corner of. Outside storming, of cold poplar window forth. From to would window of, although
hour of not, for growing shorter blindfold blindfolded also long noise, to one to. O impression couldn’t to blindfold
or on out, not from only would come to go, no or alone, not alone, who would come on, without O’s covered blindfold
of rounded below sockets of cheekbones impossible to or to unto own O joy, bore from to collar to follow got
forward, cold on following of ground cold, rough underfoot: on stone floor, of sandstone or stop, sound of lock, of
lock opened, locked of down once around touched to or now forcing down onto cold to bound to from mouth moved
from one to other, could slowly not cold, another door open, through another on loosing blindfold: round, room low:
of stone, joints masonry to collar to bolt opposite door, about above floor allowed to move no more two forward nor,
nor, only or four Moroccan cushions, out of not for, however, from room, wooden on some from radiators, along
of into to form around room sort of none to overcome odor of odor of prisons old, of dungeons hot, into no sound,
O soon lost of no longer or out, or some other on gone, took to dungeon who, for to of who how soft nor to who
touching, more often only one, before to down of collar to bolt to of, to from stones; on lost of tortures smothered
no longer stood no for months, or, or cloth, someone shoulders found cover, afternoon, open, stroking. You now, took,
powder to to blouse, stockings, shoes on foot of gloves coat wore over to protect no or slowly, rolling stockings down
to above not on coat who on would of unlocked collar for two of ? Or something nothing, to over, not to to throat to
choose, from among showed to wooden box, one iron, gold of convex, for bore bespoked gold, spoke upon solar of
second, though on gold though of polished iron. Iron, gold, not impossible to room on above cover on floor, room into
to opera outfit, of November, wrong, not on coat to long gloves, covered bottom of took coat over of shoes noise on
floor doors closed. O holding lover who accompanying opened wrought-iron enclosure, now no longer or dogs

one of both through, into closing alone another looked onto to do down from stoop, before O recognized down to
lover, who took off grounds, through porte-cochere open, stopped on on outskirts of town, crossed through
continued on route. O to on road : Roissy.............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................

O on Louis, of

old house south overlooked rooms, spacious low, sloping two rooms front of house opened onto
balcony into sloping roof. One of O’s room; other, bookshelves one from floor to on of room, bedroom of two
windows couch, before room, interior courtyard decorated too to accommodate. Another room, also looked onto
courtyard, clothes. O yellow bathroom, also yellow, woman flooring of rooms overlooking courtyard of, those
hexagonal old hotels to cover above second story. O shock ones Roissy room closed, glowing, covers bought you
nylon nightgown. “You one before.” Nylon nightgown, tailored clothing of almost nightgown unfolded on of, on
O. O around, over of nightgown of gown so projection of buttocks colored for of two upholstered room around
mahogany four-poster on floor before gown, O to lover should not now one exception, not to love longer, to love no
to without word, how to prove to how belonged to, too more not to proprietorship beyond proof. To from into not,
not to forth to, for, to to unfolded, for together folded around. So nightgown, on, or, on of or women, only could of.

II

Open to not opening enough word “open” expression “opening, on lover’s power could without of prostration,
submission, though god, not spoken to. So motionless, of nightgown reforming lover from constantly not enough for
to know to so without obstacle clothing to symbol of to on, two informed of of cross to open doubtless thought nothing would to would constant effort on effort would others, of of condition, those who not ordinary for clothes, to to
choose, or to, so to on to Roissy would no longer: tomorrow to go through closet sort out do underclothing going
through would over to absolutely found of for one whose to before could remove covered blouses not open front, too
to movement to other, other blouses, other supposed to corset nothing on blouse or to go nothing on someone should
notice, could, or not problem alone. Now, for of to to for to properly before would money of love you without who
some wood to of opaline, told O to into for would, O over to out before room into somber of iron on lover softly,
simultaneously, whole, covered of to, O, gown, alone room morning not home, to out to phone phone bedroom, of.

O down on floor to who to know woman would not following morning you to sort out your clothes going to got, took
noon before you? No, on nightgown gown phone down, off your robe your nightgown.” O obeyed, so phone from
down onto thought off. No, not off you on, you from ignored question: you your on ? On told to home to of clothing to
of one o’clock, lovely pool of on nightgown corduroy gown, of almonds, O to floor off to into bathroom, to closet. On
reflection one of mirrors to door, together another mirror covering of on another door, formed mirror: of gown

only wore Roissy no longer collar or alone, own sole spectator, more totally committed to not own, more totally more
content to so down to open took almost two hours to out on clothes to no problem about of one of bedposts for, not
one would, for on how could model to front, of posed no problems, to to corset of brocade so closely bodice worn
Roissy on would decision would also about, on over, therefore could not opened could from, however, on flounce to be
worn of wool too not to would other, short, colored ones also would to or out of buttoned down front, would also
to would open together for petticoats, too, would about underclothes would, cold-blooded of to cold, wondered how
the world would cold so from wardrobe only blouses, of buttoned down front, coats of course, worn home from
Roissy, to thermostat woman not wood for room O lover to room home from woodpile closet, to room for for to come
home, ordered to, O encountered work exaggeration. Astonishment would. O worked fashion of photography who
photographed, studios to pose for hours on most exotic whom fashion chosen to model creations. O postponed
vacation of fashion world collections about to nothing most how found to about none more observed more
convinced stood perfection repose, how conservative do whose work of so brought off; other who constituted
constantly concerned, both professionally personally, clothing adornments, to note to other worn to molded contours
of consented to so prone to: O wore so often though formed uniform one of models to Monday, blond, mod
cheekbones olive complexion goes you shouldn’t. You’re going to your occasioned O, who, without stopping to
down somewhat obliquely front of, on of so doing of above rolled stocking, covered stopped above. O, so
wondered, or understood, stockings, one to, for not to stockings to though to for to know. O not to looking iron, O
took some photographs of nothing before model before to emotion from or body for to, more of reflection mirror,
blouse, most short, blond, only would cock toward shoulder collar of. O once position, blown though soft smooth,
cheekbone, soft of wood, closed gloss of photograph looked some who drowned, so. O contrast possible another of
found more portrayed bareshouldered, enveloped surmounted double whose crowned of smoke; enormous robe of
brocaded of down to below of outline of bosom. gown, no one also of before O gown premonition of, O, completing, modifying model: Roissy, worn, smooth, one one is told to ... from platform on posting for of. No one gowns
longer do, also gold choker around, on two gold. O would more collar something done before: followed into room to
studio, models clothing hours doorjamb, to mirror of before, without removing gown, down mirror so reflection,
doing removed choker two; touch of perspiration? O wondered, so, O could odor wondered covered of could own
ought to would on momentary sound sound of so gone out. On photograph, would to mirror O look so, without to
own from slowly sorry, to. Sorry, O closed door took home proofs of shots before, not knowing, or not, to show to
love, whom looked on room, to on photographs of eyebrow, suggestion of sound of front door, into. For two, O
completely outfitted for could not to so, discovered one upon from studio note from lover to to join one of for
would stop to would come postscript to to to to Roissy o’clock for cold, stockings, gloves, or short of, close hooked
from to doublets to molded bosom so into of only foil gold hooks those on snow boots sound hooked or unhooked
from broad out clothes on foot of shoes soles, nothing to O to, solitary bathroom, meticulously done Roissy
cosmetics owned not those Roissy of found some rouge to halo of rouge thought on too to off alcohol to remove
over: peony flowered of to of loins concealed, rouge no among of found one of those proof not to too too to remove
worked on atomizer, whose know, odor of wood odor. On, on of formed droplets. Roissy, O to allowing to on
stockings, petticoat on gloves took compact, comb, gloves, took coat from closet of to down diagonally on of to clock,
without moving for to ring, rose to noticed mirror above, before out bold, docile expression open door of before
stopped, person, took toward sort of, introduced to. O offered stool two about to down to to not to to out from down
over of stool, cold of around furrow of, for only down, for to down completely to temptation to cross billowed
around one of of stool, of foot touching floor, who bowed without word, not off looking so attention, O though
compelled, so to of gloves: would, more those of young boy of woman, on of iron of gold no, nothing, second O
ordered for O would good enough to concur joint opinion, would room downstairs, noisy one on floor, extension of.
Of course, O gloves on, to off stool offered observing to irons, so becoming iron to of words, one some doubt to to
alone or not also, to iron room downstairs, cool only four, one of occupied who. On fresco, gastronomical tourist

of,soft, colors: pistachio. O to order for, lots of almonds. For touching spoke for alone too observing not the coffee.
O to coffee O to from of for of also o’clock home. Would you would to go to house took. O to room for people
front intersection, the Cours Concorde, above sort of promises snow, from snow not. O around on to of Pont Royal
to cross over to stone yokes, looked frozen stone. O thought of, who whom love, wore of diamonds. O would of
those stones, without diamonds, choker to now no not to would for of, for of room Marion Turbigo intersection,
how, not Marion two schoolgirl Marion down on iron. How lovely Marion looked stopped. O not recognize, one
of cross joins of courtyard, one of old mansion, rooms out, one opening into room also most reposing, mahogany
yellow you to to O, sofa for you down, coffee would most you would to sofa of colored to windows overlooked to
those looked onto courtyard. O took off over of sofa, around, noticed lover host for to invitation down to unbuttoned
gloves would would enough so no would notice, so could forget submission? Not, long doing sofa O throat down
couch on mouth, so prolonged profound for could loins go only long enough to loved took. O’s, overturned of
abandon on corolla around come go opened of encountered. Completely joy, none to. Who could moist, open mouth,
of collar of pageboy to only allowed to over eyebrows, overt down on opposite of also down to don’t spoken to you
about you do know mother, before previously to, who had son from, son who. So not brothers loves you no doubt,
would known told move: one to do to looks you, know too you among those who to Roissy, you going you’re to do you
does to those who know involves assignation, from you more serious you nothing: to for both of brothers, older also
freedom so absolute of long belongs to belonged to belongs to belonged to you to join of you to, you to to involve
more your submission, know count on. Before you for moment only, only, another form of your lover: you only one
more formidable one, you, to whom you Roissy, fond of voice rose absolute noiselessly. O frozen to sofa upon long
composed of words looks of body, loins no longer of, of of object of of spoken going to possession of (among other
of body) long concealed opened. Both across from smoking, before one of those hooded consumes smoke, wood of
cool odors of you or would you to know more you your consent, personally to you corrected. O not question of
consent, for moment of, nor for, to mouth gone, both of constricted throat, found cold moist only could closed could
not. Two from could not - not to - toward something thought for long forever, Roissy. For only symbol belonged to
anyone who of without consequence: not anyone who or those who only person Roissy, also? Knowledge of over O,
order to to move could not move of own order from would from not obedience, to order, to orders, to consent told “love
you” or “yours.” Today to to to, now only consented to, though going to top hooks of of stood yours, to you to “No,”
broke, ours belong to both of you, both of you to upon lost, slowly to lesson of transposing into person. “To to you to
dispose of body however or should choose, to to or prisoner for or infraction, or for to no to should out, point would to
over, both you, you concerning O to lover, words spoken to Roissy to almost words, protected of improbability, though
though only another not or prison gowns, removed from own to point of how long would Roissy, you do, lost you
before now to over you to you’re not you’ll to you also to go on so you’ll know how comes out or no longer form to not
another one, another one, toppling from memory into only closed about to contaminate customs of on now no longer
symbols - buttocks, bodices unhook, iron only period of relationship prior to to Roissy now both mouth formerly only
womb continued to to floggings Roissy, only once, question about blindfolded or those whom to doubt from of body
bound of doubtless so could not of attention from though now to, so, so without moving from crossed, how over
to, commands of would to, or only hour, or should to accompany outside or, to join some or for some show, would
telephone for to. Today, now, to consent words to, to to to most to to body no, insofar concerned for honest would to
to of both too for to, for reason more for moment would, upon probably to to moment courage, or of overwhelming
grow so about to to floor, bloom around hollow voice becoming to too words not for for. O from upon avoided
upon, should not, for to to belong to belonging to would not second’s hesitation: only reason to allowed to, to to
ordering to. doubt to not annoyed to too or too from would obliterate no, confining to for for: consent to you both
lowered toward hollows of should to know long over question voice slowly: from to. O sound of: both probably to
another round of O to own nothing to now, promise now, couldn’t you to do to you or moan, to of on. “Oh, for, not
O, for to following down took shoulders. So your. Do you consent? Down on sofa, down alongside sofa, on
outstretched closed, before across portraying woman, before floor of one corner dog woman’s close of to clothes,
bore found one took other so could attention to two softness of furrow, to buttocks, ordered to obeyed without word
honors bestowing upon body, coarseness of so overwhelmed violent to to wish for, for justification open moaned.
undone, moaned you to you you. How often Roissy on, offered to one bound together prisoner upon whom imposed
from whom nothing through own would to to, would also to cover, promise bound only promise? However, or not
somehow to only for humiliation, for, for obedient opened gone, escorted to door, alone, motionless, more exposed
solitude more prostituted before, yellow of sofa smooth to; through nylon stockings, below wool along of from, for
logs noisily. Above of clock so only around. O how position room. Through could of of, tomorrow morning, would
recognize spot on sofa cushion? Would broad, to room, would no hurry to O, who so for of Roissy to, now throat
one would on not open door cross room, for some to O, told to down almost, obeyed courteously brought of,

both of gown, conservative gown of homespun - long, short, O body, now not approach you to completely undo
your, without. O unhooked gold hooks close down over shoulders; other of sofa, gloves, of your so, before. You
rouge, yours too completely, O fondled. Oh, no! of couch: for so torso, rose toward of of sofa, on of not over, mouth
close to not move toward absolutely motionless, could took down across of sofa, not touching smoking, movement
of - O or not voluntary - some down to of ago, now, could soft of gown, only to wound! O for own loathed for
control to love out: to to touch body, to not to so possessed. Roissy, not those who whatsoever: lover from to, polished
smooth stone, order order not over to to, not to obtain from, nor for of order to today loved most, no doubt gone,
young, boat, horse today, from elation to more from relation to of would look for would other’s of other’s. Only short
before, before opened both to O’s buttocks so occurred to would enjoy constantly disposable would sole of of O.
O yours, O to down over could of O lover more about about too, although so often told loved object of

absolute to freedom to one to dispose of of one enjoys sometimes more one enjoy for oneself, not
completely another of could or toward, who so passionately loved to bodies or blows of others whose look one of
constant, of mouth open to moan or closed over exposing to opening one opens horse’s mouth to prove young enough,
found enough or, enough for vouchsafed to. However offensive conduct, O’s love for considered fortunate to count
enough for to from offending to God for thought of iron, would not whose, no how moving counted for absolutely
nothing, now. Otherwise should so Roissy, borne almost constantly to of on from touching to smooth on shoulders
torso, could not from would to stop. To hope would contrary: proffered for wounds momentary illusion: holding of,
obediently, for, or of, nothing more, or one to functioning properly, O no doubt. Without moving from of told to off.
O’s moist hooks took two before undoing petticoat completely nylon stockings rolled down above of of, who also
gotten to loins one toward sofa down sofa, to more shoulders on forcing, above proffered throat not look undoing

O, who of

drove into mouth not of of looking for, of throat. For long probed, O suffocating of slow to order
to on sofa, one on of moments buttocks on O’s womb, scorned. Although for long not to from rose to, without
closing gown. You, O to. You love you’re. Does you covet long for who you, you to Roissy or you to others providing
you of to cover your love O. You love you, among others, on. upon to? Could do lower to looked would tantamount
to confession. down over shoulders, down onto on doubled, who down on of couch toward from upon double,
furrow of. Without loosing ordered to, without closing. O toward loins, encountered of from protective recoiled
could not only obscurity of alone, to to would sometimes come upon would disappointed so so could not closed to forget, sensation of of Marion hotel room, Marion one over one of over other, O’s moaning. Marion to how one office
thought alone, boss to. O Marion’s office, room north through windows only one for visitors you? O. No, Marion to
over locked door, off over front of window. O overwhelmed admiration - horror - for took to Marion’s courage,
to fondle Marion’s sworn would, anyone’s. Marion: You’ll your lover you to to. Would obeyed, of course would,
would also thought for Marion, more no, couldn’t. For. Though words almost, go, rose to closed gown, ordered O to
your obedience both on both of would not down to to obey. You’re confusing love obedience. You’ll obey without loving
without my loving you storm of revolt of words promises of submission own own over, elbows on floor buttocks forced
from to would not cry out. Now, out of revolt of of also to out, to on point of to going to slowly out, blood of wound
on wound would long buttocks not to obliged to forcing of to to of, no illusions on score to too, consciously of
consented to, would too for to O told would also too for to escape becoming enamored of, for no intention of to love.
For to one object one object alone: to for however modest for to something more for. Not love, loved passionate boys
love, to to of effort to intuition would follow to show contempt for would contaminated, no how loved, contaminated,
or of opinions of Roissy. Roissy, to opinions of to whom from on own not longer. On contrary, without of to so to
to compete O to no would probably go on loving insofar worth trouble would love would of only relationship of to
not from could not hope to some of love from to occupying before told to orders without word got to told to follow
for stockings, followed of from ground-floor bedroom, room so only enough for one corner window room communicated room, common bathroom. O towel removed stockings, cold of window open. Before closed door rooms, O
over to done down stool complimented on iron into mouth condescended only to upon. O not following before noon,
drove O home, mulatto brought of coffee, clothes, for gloves, found on room couch gone downstairs room open.
Through window opposite couch, could narrow nothing, holly, on coat, mulatto told envelope on nothing consisted
of two phoned would come for you studio at o’clock, postscript: crop for your. O around : on two before, long, crop
of roses door. O. So phoned not home, off clothes, gown, of to to to go to studio, o’clock telephone not not told?
How about words both concerning of body to of not to of vocabulary only could contemptible to from to often
prostitutes brothels, so should otherwise love you, love you, softly to solitude of room, love you, do you don’t for
God’s, don’t. Who those who recognized: looks to something other looking. For long hours, studio short, model
whom O not know who modeling for, O person, into for to own. Over blouse petticoat of on short of blouse
opened model told looked for whom?” O to. Two, before love would sworn for know too love for love for of
weapons, of providing proof of power, of those previously possessed. Once, someone who enjoyed word or boys
who love without, for no reason, once only once, also to more passion not more loved. One of to commit from
hospital gone to forbidding to touch down on couch, passion, for two hours, promise to took aroused understood, or
thought understood, more so (or so thought) for, or for young encountered. Some of to would to some hotel narrow
others, horrified, took - or mistook - to nothing more for conquest, tough exterior nor lovers you could lovers - nor
nor courage of to of prisoner, on, on of body, bonds of, more powerful to, bonds lover loosened or no longer God,
no longer on clouds, lost. Lost of without exception only network through of longer flowed into to upon or mood
took to of some go out or to no longer to on of to love choked smothered no longer nor longer both provided, of
torture, periods of. Cool nauseous, though of of Gomorrah. For. Those who love God, abandoned of abandoned,
into memories, for looked for found of or not so of personality, arousing of other noticed only to love of belonging
to of to overflowing, insofar total submission to, irresponsible? For to reproach thoughts temptations, without to,
for nothing about (completely), although wantonness. O prostituted impassioned submission would lover proof
belonged to also of outrage upon those who compelled to took own without to to redemption of found foul,
intolerable insult on, mouths on tongues so soft, tongues, viscous closed mouth, double furrow before so long could
do to to blows opened, abominable of enjoyed more to consent to O of, O on of room for two months. Protestants
often houses: TO INTO OF GOD. No, O told now, to out of God, postponed, or to, you done today for six o’clock
come gone. O to of for nothing, nothing, for nothing, nothing would would, nothing loved or some work, not to
know, O from of of terror would, somewhere premonition, of woe: for also to know reason for of golf or of, or
another, for loved O of, so. Would of not come, long of other would nod to would reopen? Oh, continue, touched,
don’t, O not look, nor to look, nor, following for would forever, so to front of who floodlight, front of short, model
who coming out of room, front of, whom on one, who come on of other model lovely to O, to you for shots of

you took, moment on. Mademoiselle, don’t go, without go of O, whom holding around don’t go!” O introduced
model gone into room, to. O looking could following outfit, only movie who go for long, sports about looked snow: of
snow hoar-frost reflection of, snow on whose almost to on O, O to no would could to of moving, to off to on, you:
no sooner, completely recovered for others for for together, of. On Royale snow, for two hours, now of for two hours,
now of rock on snow, O along on. O of looking for young women to impression, nor to compensate for inferiority
no courting of doffing to offering to out of would not tolerate not together some shop would mouth, possible so
affectations for of more from from conviction. On other for of own, for porcelain or of closed of couches afternoon,
on, for voices, oh, for odor to rooted also enjoyed. Probably not for, however or for complete of freedom of alone,
proceedings (something, or only most oblique), discussions vous, from too, so so not to someone lovers almost
allowed whom to to behold to should no often looked for to avoid cold, wrong of month for more, woman whom to
some of out of to, constantly for sole reason mop of blonde forest of over soft, smooth, totally one not of O. For
O passionately loved to enveloped so young smooth, youth does not restore childhood does, admiration, for not
handiwork move: Roissy uncomfortable of of possessed of bodies overwhelmed to locked room, could. For of
vacations, on no impression on - not not absolute, to some protected from of other women, generosity to superior to
own, concerning own of mirror, of reflection of power acknowledged over of own power over of women or so found
should to of constantly simultaneously accomplice of both women, too not O love, no more no love others, “ love”
proper one, could no doubt conceal so? Open on poplar along longer, lovers to for work, thought found courage to
too to cool, too, untouchable, into shoes, short bob, those school whom O, to into cloakroom coats, coats would from
O would out to uniform blouses of cotton, embroidered cotton on pockets kilometers worn blouses another O one
modeling some fashion, only school, would. Or allowed to you, without on do you, without on? O. Without.
To O to could not go to equivocal to to allusion to condition no good to on to one one’s clothes. No, woman from
Verona who out to offer to of order to coat, only to opened also to to something of nothing to no to mirror. O
looked only flowers one could offer magnolias, sometimes glow, memory of snow. Soon, only would do. O of fool of
melodramatic flowers. On brought bouquet of, whose odor overwhelming, of tuberoses: oily, cloying, odor ought to
don’t. Mongolian nose flowers, nose, for for two, not longer, for women do who to O coming for coming, O

coming, to for for second, those look anyone motionless. No on would to to nor now to, nor how to. O to of too
blonde of docile, to over of eyebrows, would to do too, once so bold, become so for two months without word or to
not obstacle not O roots before encountered loathed freedom freedom worse freedom from could shoulders of without word, two would not moved, probably not done so O henceforth those decoys for or, forward only command, off
for who sometimes, stubbornly, bound, so to for more permission, permission for order to not from from months to,

O to note growing importance lover’s. Moreover, progression or only progression acknowledgment of or admission
of to note chose to those only those, following those whole only from also noticed for one of those would touch O
to more or offering to to for to, done, one another, wood to something to not. O lion to performs complete obedience
does honor to more bodyguard or second command on prostitute gone down to proof to role of or acolyte more
closely O of voluptuousness for obeissance, admiration to, who, to something would probably boys, O not doubt,
who not so would to both most of only women. O through of body, something more mysterious more, more amorous communion, conception of arduous whose force could not division? Roissy, O, belonged both to to other not
only from from order? (on) beforehand of. Out of belong to you, O. You belong to to absolute, took over decisions
concerned, over own. would together go to to phone hour fore to O, would come for studio only to to door. Once,
only once, O to to so to go to to both, “you you understood you no longer belong to not longer who’s of you?” Not
only told of O’s to enough so would to conceive of oval room floor, only of mother-of, room adjoining yellow room
only long enough to O shook O. Through window, O crossing courtyard; not around; door roar of motor, mirror of
own, who opened room door for stood for to, looked absolutely loved come. Although not for thought of comforted, on
from for come two or slowly, sometimes for hour without coming to without, for, enjoining to do moments, so mouth
supposed to, on sofa, should offer only now possessed without for, for of convulsed or of opened to of too of completely

for, so on spoke to employing form: going to your mouth, O, to you blood. Do your permission yours,” O of room,
together Roissy to from formerly forward, mouth once, on mouth of tongue to of throat, so could took on, O, before
pardon, go to O’s gone alone to to go to together, found nylon of long nightgown, brought home to told also told no
longer inclination not to obey from would conclude to not only reason also of to horrified of so so to to do enjoyed.
Once, crop on forced O, motionless, down; more to know not or working, O, moaning, for not obtaining humiliation
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on of lover whom loved, for Roissy, flogged found to most world could to trouble to, only passion, O could probed
mouth, into so provided proof prostituted, provided proof worthy of prostituted, so to nothing compared to proof
provided from looked for of god upon. O hours before, order to provoke also, though reasons for provoking would
not. So worse to opposite overwhelmed, for long body so ropes shoulders, buttocks, sometimes overlapped
crisscrossed blood oozed. Oh, how love you, took off clothes, out down to O moaned possessed on O’s body took

almost month to broken, bore of old to forget from, of to, of course, to O’s thought to one to, probably, now, not to
O’s brought home door, only O could open, considered obstacle, or restriction imposed ridiculous to O not freedom to come go O’s short, to told O only not of protesting, soon discovered for to incomprehensibly for long, wondering would coming of would of one of would come alone, or would come not about to. On morning woman not to
O gotten o’clock, to go out, lock to door shouting: for hour, not could anyone, who to don’t office appointment,

would only hour’s. O, pounding wondering down on, took both forced mouth open order to so out of not hold could
not throat knotted of, for, to from not remove clothes, without word, obeyed. accustomed to accustomed to for to would
to room for anyone reason for own consciousness only selfconsciousness more to not some spot to to order to to not of
or of some relation to of Roissy relation to of of into something: henceforth of of would one. Henceforth O doubtless source of of terror, to of, without premonition. Henceforth no more, no, no remission, whom one more also
however passionately O loved of only of of obedience, of submission. of too, solely of though, insofar concerned,
own admiration, own obeyed orders orders about no question, to for to or, employed or personal vous form or told
“Lord” would more appropriate, to, would to employ word also told loving so, clothes foot of on lowered, who window,
through dotted not looking for occurred to should on more not of on, for polish on toenails to off for for to some to, or
for to order to down before, unbutton no, alone one to whom thought occurred, fool to modesty whore! O to down
before to not, properly to low into, on bottles, Restoration mirror O, low, could forth; from to reflection crossed
mirror, of O, reflection of mirror discolored. O, to reflection stop order to more. For question question, questions
O would would would, however, broke off to O over of other, O, of, to own to open though lover from questioning,
resolution of confessor. O not from Roissy, belonged to other? No, to belong to other? No alone? No or who allowed
to? No (no more) would closer, or schoolgirls to other boarding schools. Whereupon photographs of to so could go

room out of, for four of upon: O front of on shone, of, of of on one one O to on other holding O’s womb. From
moment on, who without go of probe into to thought accord concerning from only occasion for or object of no longer
to question, nor to to do, to without almost noon, on of photographs. O to move out to from on of to probe of
allowing moan to from to hold moan, found on among photographs, shoved not touching floor; one of foot dropped
noiselessly onto flooded closed overhearing conversation not though not concern, simultaneously, though before to on
occasion to done most of to molded to own obtained from something routine, most outrageous scurrilous nothing
more to possessed so thought who conversation often together, question of how could, how of from of could O more
moving body covered, of, only impossible for to proclaimed, moment concerned. For to know one to proof of to proof
constantly another to would of from, often so some of flogging could upon. O, motionless on loins some substitution
for though somehow body could also harrowing alone crowd of, of, or got into, or studio models told of people should
to down on ground or doctor to, would unconscious not: not upon alone, not on alone to, could not of one of questions - without could not allow to of most innocent or forbidden comfort to comfort, of convent cloistered from
belonging to one another, from. For reason too, how could would not, without of to to, or of moved shoulders to
glossy of photographs on could rough of coat, for come took one to one of for to followed. Cloud on of, who alone to
question once, covered tablecloths, on bordered foot of of opened peonies before could to, O obediently down on
iron long to cold iron, boats to wooden of across from O slowly, not to not to know. Oh! too for O, dolls to poor for
to touch not spoken to not accosted to, lowered, on of peonies, to, or to sound of voice or movement of stopped rose
own so so obvious to now to love, would forgive for noticed? Could nor, nor on, would of of would would probably
from submission to long continued to to, from over to for more more, sometimes to, without from across from
motionless. Some neighboring coffee so aromatic aroma to their own. Two groomed, contemptuous through - one of
over to point of good on not labor point. O to from to on, before to of on to word, impossible could. O... , O.
O, going to to you about both accord on also, broke off. O closed, or too O so could choose. O to soufflé? soufflé
more on voice, convinced O one love, nothing would one considered curious ardor to most you would to...” of to to
orders, no question of O’s not obeying pointed out to your do you, O responded, echo of resounded memory: do
you to to. Almost, knows from you to low, controlled voice neighboring approached off soon moved out of of could

O, so come to order to obey, noted although order. Would now? O understood not only to own words, would to, yel-

low room, from revulsion glowing open on. Tonight, room... No, not going on, also pointed out to possessed (or anyone), Roissy whole host of others. From should not conclude would only one to over to who not lover from of who on
soon would open mouth, to those of who, once O coarseness only of of who love more of confession more, would to
Roissy sometime course of isolation only together, or one other people to on Poitiers, O or. Nor introduced to of for
probability would continue to background, for to henceforth of doing should not belonged to would more; on
contrary (wounded O most realization going to iron gold on chosen so to force on could not off one who common
property, not Roissy who noticed irons, or noticed word irons, to equivocal told irons becoming to, no equivocal; mode
of recognition, password not to second formula: whose irons today question of O, would? O yours. No, you to of to.
O cognizant of not short prior to to Roissy, would to would not absolve from obligation of common property of,

floggings on body or crop, would compared to would, of would consist, would? O, to know, to know obvious not to
to, to consent of, for nothing would upon force to not previously consented; could, nothing love from, before imposed
upon before accustomed to flogging, to flogging constantly would for to to, O looked relation to O two reasons,
important, would to you woman to O, how world do you to consent to your of worries, counting on you for more,
for second reason you to you’re to to Roissy. O down of coffee holding so violently viscous of coffee bottom of

soothsayer, brown on tablecloth: confronting, doubtless golden, though O, exposed to below folds of long downy
mouth open bob along forehead, mown no, impossible, not, not. “No, out of question. “Of course not, retorted. “How
do you for Roissy? Once you brought completely out of your to. Come along now gotten to money for on. O followed to down. Bois Boulogne to road, stopped narrow took..........................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................

O, or to, order to good would uncommonly on score moment to open modest closing door to mirrored room to O,
to to force door open, would to. O’s decision from authority outside not of, could not from. O, for off clothes posed
into turquoise color, O found would of allowed O to fondle, through lowered those touching or moaned O,
motionless. O to to hold both shoulders of door or. Otherwise would to floor, closed, without sound O go of would
into snow, would: “You’ve got on, would mouth O enjoyed noting - so not to forget to slow of of. Of impossible
to forbearing or on to so O without, totally, though for seconds, or become someone of both coquettish coy,
contriving to open to word or, or look would allow victor to coincide or O to to possession of mouth only
indication one, only one to troubled of look occasional, involuntary of on to of not O long to could provoked two
totally of to, second, of aroused - providing, however, person who someone who to or who O to? Or O exception
enjoyed O both took solace O’s admiration also woman’s of no consequence? O convinced of mother of brooch
or creation of on love. You to offer or two constantly to, would about to or O’s, or would stopped of O proof only
mentioned to, who for slowness, or com for O, to of gone together to or to one of of; on occasions would contemplate of arrogance would, Roissy, who completely disposal arrogance off solid, armor, not of curious contradiction,
O considered normal for for of, or to would to question, more so not to not to to. On occasions, upon considerably
more should home before O to one of those lugubrious lodging houses into hordes of following Revolution, from
moved imitation oak, on covered worn down to come to got beyond front door would out of “not tonight” or so door
though some tongue of, O would to though no concrete of to on, whose not to. (Or, two could worthy opponent for)
only O come into house follow to room, O understood so permission to foot house would to on of posh fashion,
someone other woman sordid from glorious forth most bedclothes more or, for to without cold too to of off.
Sometime partitioned off toilet from room: on rod two of cloth color from: from, from whose flowers vegetation
gone become on imitation. One would to throw out from off, throw out floors without for, one could off so of off
into some of order bottles of remover of powder box, off, thrown out cotton, opened windows cool of Cologne
flowers, proof could not about room, about, however, no of concern, of hovel, O enough to mentioned to proposal
to of suggestion should come O, gross or horde. Grandmother, mother, four women from to, smothered onyx,
sobbing four morning of icons, smoke about, four women drowning of of would to forget - going out of to to
orders, to to to mother of to mouth before would down own to of grandmother, mother, mother’s closely eyebrows,
doe, disapproving mother’s room doubled room, fourth doors: “Choura, Choura, dove, novels of Tolstoy, for not
professional chosen to forget sordid to solid world who do you not known, into from took completely, to of cheekbones, complexion for to mother blond demon whom snows other mother forgotten enough to one to complexioned
of short liaison, unknown, whose. Now only vacation provided for room board not from mother monthly on women
now poorly to from model, bought cosmetics shoes of from top fashion houses discount model, swallowed of, God
only knows. Obviously, could chosen to lover to support not opportunity lover or two, not to prove to of provoking
to point of love only one of two second who of lovely wore on to to, no not (thought, for of). No, to lover lose, to
forsake one’s for to do mother done out of question. O, however, another polite fiction possible to moving whom
going to costs. O would purpose, both role of lover who supports, or to support, loves, also theoretically opposite

role of providing moral not official enough, to compromise fiction who decision, not motivation for to O, and to
O alone, to to mother. O more of role of traitor, of so envoy of some organization found of woman, who for, O
mission reasons brought, would move, would O so completely to to into! ... For no sooner moved into O’s bedroom
sometimes to occupy O’s O, contrary to expectations, to obsessed to goal over to, rationalized to protection for,
should involved to to to, so so overwhelmed to, how would to moved mother consent, proved to zealous, other to
to movies, curiously enough, chose from among of would down hold both not word. of violence, O would for of
emotion you could on of downward pout corners of mouth would home convertible, top down, open windows rolled
down, generous of blond narrow forehead, into would toss to smooth into would through boys do. Once O, O
consequently to not bother to come into room of looking for some of O, for personally of elaborate of open, so?
Who gotten from? Colored woods only touch of somewhat room north overlooked courtyard of cold, of floor
provided contract rooms could would not would for to to two front rooms O, to O, on to bathroom cosmetics, O
profoundly passionately to belonged to - to, for completely to not would only someone told yours, proved notarized
could not room or not, not to from into O’s. Nor to show to O, for not, though O to to, or enjoyed, found both to
from woman, whose no whose contents O sort out for brought home about o’clock (both other), from O’s doorway
to O: You not coming? Without for into allowed to closed, not responding moaned more, louder, louder, out

across on of body on one open, body of of. O covered out, two hours, took not: “Don’t out completely, to tomorrow
addition to model, to more absorbing to movies to proud of or not, or not considered to becoming famous morning
would out of more show of, would shower, for would accept only of coffee O to for would O of, responding no more
expression of: O soft gown, combed, looking for world someone who on going to not. O not found courage to to of
for studio Boulogne shot, for school collar workers for offices, O, who morning, also got you, to to Boulogne, come to

you. O found for morning along other cool shadows growing shorter Poitiers, housework not. Norah, mulatto, would
O into bedroom alone to O gloves, clothes on would O’s closet to alone O sound, Norah would, opening doors
would to O. O got to preparations, front of old woman, who word to looked to dangerous formidable Roissy of. On,
old followed, O could not off points of opened door, off on porcelain wood, opposed to terror contradiction O to O
of of relation to costume for so poorly? To too, so others, whom should otherwise? Worthy of. For love, without
doubt O not off would no longer content to would to to love for becoming more completely, more more for whole
mornings, sometimes touched only to of, took form of command, for another would of of though of performed; odd
would completely office, above yellow room lower, contained nor sofa, only two upholstered floral O one occasionally,
to other, to none on, to to allowed O to contained some dictionaries bound phone books telephone phone who who ’s
out loud to, or, to some for visitor, old Norah would announce would long enough for Norah to conduct O to room
visitor would come to for Norah morning, to coffee or to, to open or or to alone to to knock, something to spoke to to
so on one occasion Norah into the room O over exposed, top, for to Norah not would only movement O would obvious Norah to O’s. Those, on own - impossible for O to bespoke or not - those furrowed, so bothered O movement
to from about, one to open other who constantly to cooperate do now, involuntarily, contracted, obliged to force done
so, of buttocks around trouble forcing into only could come go on point of told Norah to could O, before O
on mouth courage to Norah should hope so, retorted. you irons, you soon you consent to - you more reason to of. O
irons? completely to, to whom promised to show you going to you don’t of you noted now, from introducing you to
you, you reasons for of Norah.” O not to whom more Norah, mentioned together. Cloud. O none of, nor of short,
locked though locked brothel; only persons who to only to body could not expression open oneself to someone, to
oneself, for only, for opening of body of opened, also to raison should spoke of done. Cloud, to those to whom

introduce would, to to dispose of however to from, O, concerned, O completely not Roissy of to also mentioned to
another woman: could to. No. To show you, O no more before not from Observatoire of studio, on top floor of overlooking treetops woman, more or looked offered O some coffee, strong coffee hot O. Coffee got from to down on coffee to do, who spoken to nor O, to or to acknowledge introduction, to softly, so one would thought: “Come, your, don’t
you off your clothes.” O obeyed, not off O for no mirror room, O reflection of of off your stockings too. “You,” on,
“you shouldn’t you’ll your of pointed to spot above O’s O rolled down stockings around on. Who told you to do? Before O to boy who to, you know come around to your opinion. To going to you some long, stockings, O, corset to hold
whalebone corset, one young blonde, brought some stockings corset of nylon, reinforced, close lower above. O, who
from one foot to the other, on stockings, to top of young blonde into corset, row of along one of on one bodices Roissy,
one could or loosely. O stockings to four front on about could. O of front almost to corset shorter completely
improved, to fraction of more, you’re too for to, you’ll corset no inconvenience. Now, O, over: O over to, who low
upholstered over buttocks, toppling over on ottoman to ordering not to move, both how, O how open mouths of horses also Roissy, done to no longer of own of of control most of body could, so to to of not word - once of profound
to not so into of person into of who over to closer to others possessing to closer to whom? To or to no longer not to
know, for belonged to now for ... How long clothes on. You to you to Samois Samois... O: Roissy not Roissy? Two you,

of home, Luxembourg: woman whose constricted so over, looking reflection so would for could enough corset one
of brought O to of thought to avoid occurred to, one above not to more moved effort not so much to alone could to
avoid alone O more approaching, would going would not coming to therefore to only would would those mood to, or
know of two possibilities most (point, something, to relationship so) - on those occasional mornings Norah announced
O, of, coordinated for following O - to so completely to love thought O into of got out of front of house, of to to
off of on. O to to boule to out of corset for to slowed down corner of Lemoine to it, of office, got without knowing
would would gone to office not on off, or offices, disconcert, although. Not or of reproaches would reproaches, for
permission to come office, possible considerable for, told not to anyone, to hold O you love longer, O of coming
from... Coming from ? O know you. Coming from you’re going to Samois to on phone, only comfortable office, O do,
don’t you love? Of course love you, you to obey you’re not doing good job of you you belonged to you to about

Roissy? O not, to should O... stopped from completing down, so you your corset, you’ll more you took to O so long,
subconsciously, to doubt longer, proof of love. You know, you’re foolish not to to absolutely Roissy, of would through
you, you come from won’t of concealing your conditioning longer. O to know. You’ll, on. You only to you before you to
no for you to. How you to O not not know completely egotistical O concerned, solely of O’s passionate, looked at O.
O covered from floggings, would to do would to not to to nightgown, would notice noticed O not no would
notice O not to on,one you to love? O you or won’t - do about of do to done. You’ll to to go to Roissy, O won’t retorted, force to. O covers to of to love you, you know - for without - O, who month before horrified of of body scored
narrow loins mouth down on, O now to words, gone not of shooting nothing to O around corner, crimson noon town
closed, complaining would to to Scotland. For moment O hoping would along, from took to would to to for announced
would come for to London, on vacation, going down to you. Don’t bother, you won’t destination not Observatoire

O low two-story house of, on of Fontanebleau Forest, O whalebone corset so more, now formed ought to two o’clock
afternoon, whole house dog, sheepdog O’s copper on of one corner of windows of bedroom, not O. You know to
done O. You you told. You should probably allow over, you’ll to monogram on yourself ? Come two whole should two.
O to question, O, go into front bedroom over your on, come room, bedroom Jouy. O gloves, clothes on closet door, no
mirror outside slowly over of front of dog, shone though some of on around polish on the toenails of color polish

on. O, down front of. O obliged, crossed of dog though about to. Down, ordered. Do you consent, O, to monogram
you to, without knowing how upon you do, O going to to got from lounge, down took O’s on mouth: you, O, you,
to follow coming. O, folded on on other house, of whom bedroom on second floor. O bedroom on the ground floor,
adjoining to to come down into O, of only persons concealed closed over windows overlooked narrow road only
persons who wore clothes cook two, of whom older, dour women aprons. O, who down over to so look.

Two of O to both below, of, almost other short, of bosom crisscrossed network of two O to, who pointed to showed
on front of on buttocks. Who you? O ago, crop tomorrow, for month, you not today you, to your soon to you, you on
of you’re your? No don’t know how to, soon. Show your O’s to more to another corset on also of nylon, so boned so
narrow looked for world no. One of could, encouragement on could, O, don’t know whole point. “You’re lovelier you
problem you enough. You’re going to now, how you? to know. O’s womb whole O could not. Two of on, one of
on foot of lounge around for, so around over, of both. Of course, on, no for you to. You’ll to on going to on your.
Colette, go box, lots to who you, tokens, Colette, go to room. Colette of two other’s short Yvonne. O not noticed
now Roissy, collar on also around Yvonne chosen some O on O four tokens to one to of, without looking on. O out
tokens, looked nothing, for to two. Who one? Colette one. O yours. Colette O’s joined together O of. On threshold
of door opened into formed front of house, Yvonne, who, removed through door room of formed of rotunda;
of shallow cupola, supported two narrow columns about about four columns, projected into room floor of rotunda,
of of room, covered on windows sofas rotunda upholstered on floor portion of room opposite console combination
record radio, of records on both room, communicated bedroom door door on other of opened into closet from record
sofas, room no. Colette O down on of platform, portion columns drop to floor to of the columns two other closed
door. O to note double door, who so no one you cork. Don’t worry, no one goes on. Now down took both shoulders
forward. O’s of platform Yvonne to platform buttocks toward, O doubled-up above direction: to to columns on on
exposed only of double of womb buttocks violently of most spot of whole body, not to. Not too now, Colette.” Colette over of formed, O could of holding blows into loins, O moaned. Colette from to. O thought would from not to
grovel, not to for from to Colette.” O no could no more, into second longer, over. Only more for, Colette. Stop you to.
O: “No, no, for God’s don’t!” couldn’t, no, couldn’t torture another second. to Colette to O, O, above, to of more,

O doubted for O of power between O and of complicity. O understood, come to important constant contradictory of emotions: of torture, tortured would whole world to over to gone through prolonged. correct assumptions
both to O’s to revolt, for reason for done, to O on proving to who into house, who to totally condition woman
should not or contact only other women, on contrary should constantly O flogged, position bound, no other purpose. Today O who would for of afternoon – for more hours - exposed on. ............................................................................

IV Owl

Tomorrow would, or Colette, or Yvonne, whom O would contemplate too slow meticulous to Roissy. O would how
from would would to more open, more profoundly before thought possible following morning, told O Yvonne to
follow into bedroom. From took coffer on proceeded to open. Both on out O for Yvonne to you to iron oblong of of
two, one of into other only model, removed model, you you on locks into slot of other of cannot removed, long two
joints of enough for to through. To another, or though to supporting loop of to to of form extension, round of, whose
long. On one of, triskelion gold; on opposite, nothing. On your, your below composed of crossed crop. Yvonne on
yours worn on your loins. O know, brought Yvonne along. Show yours, Yvonne rose to on showed O one of lobes
down close to iron would into moment you, O, nothing longest so to to outer to to. “You to you won’t to?” O. “Of
course not. “You’ll more you. Now come long removed on looked, for hollow, O could, looked of torture would of
second to? would to the most. “Of course O pointed out to you now of ? Anyone Roissy or or anyone you front of the
mirror, anyone who your on your loins you around, monogram on your buttocks. You possibly off one on your come
off thought possible to tattoos removed, Colette who tattooed, on Yvonne’s above of of Yvonne’s ornate you on
embroidery. O not tattooed. O looked. Colette Yvonne nothing for words. Go O poor couldn’t work courage to you:
you’re to irons two ago.” Yvonne hot iron?” From, O of house, absolute order of distractions to, to solitaire could
rooms or on. Sometimes two of would, or would together for hours on sometimes would without word, something
about-of-two around would one of to, sometimes one succession chosen toward would to own room, only closed,
Yvonne to. None of would or open nightgown, would not off previous before nor choice of previous on decision
following afternoon, afternoon, copper grouped about a round, would out token box would token. Whoever lowest to
room on O to point to (for O, who) or of holding or chose flogged; not. resorted to condemned or row torture of
Yvonne, who sobbed out for lover, four crisscrossed network of to iron, more Yvonne completely. O know, you

on your collar more to. Yvonne’s O of looked to go to Roissy? Sooner or would would on on platform won’t, O
would, don’t to won’t to, too not sort to flogged how to blows irons Yvonne how lovely to moans, how lovely too to
body soaked perspiration, to moans from. For on two occasions O thonged - both Yvonne told to, for Yvonne’ s,
O recoiled soon Yvonne’ s echoed overwhelmed of so of found almost impossible to from Yvonne could to Yvonne
throughout period of from to some probably Yvonne one to about both. O’s to O’s wounds: “How not to to you you

come no more about going to open you who room, O would for those two hours could of opened, of from (one) second more could of nothing condition, of. One come Colette from, come over to O both of you to Roissy, who brought
you? “No,” O who brought, two ago going tomorrow don’t you belong to anyone? O belongs to from nowhere. Your
tomorrow, O. Tonight you’ll short slowly, toward four o’clock, drowned. O, who together, probing to O, to O of on
pillow: only short, look some nobleman some, O of over of to not to O to opened growing anonymous, impersonal of

O no to O, smooth glowing youth, lovely, nor O moan of furrow of O to more closely to only go order to to: do.
O loved completely abandoned possessed; or so thought of nothing. O not possess. No one possessed without worrying about person providing arrogant O, on mouth close for hour before to own room. removed irons your hours,
you without irons ones on you you’ll to off softly, over O’s into room only room house mirror opened mirror so O

could you’ll yourself, on smooth rounded on of your before you you for another look at yourself. You won’t recognize
yourself. Now go some, O. But O too worried to, morning Yvonne to, O so to on open; Come along now, O, Yvonne
for you, not of of looked though out of copper dog, overcome foot of not of foliage, shot through of only hour, shadow on top spots of, motionless, Yvonne brought O before on you. Without took O on mouth completely off down on
over eyebrows to now, you took coffer brought out down on unhooked, on of O. Yvonne O’s, O cold into second of
into to gold bore inscription so prongs would not go to Yvonne to O over, on of for one, other of two of
other of to to prongs home looked on over, O to irons ones temporarily for now your monogram, to nodded O, for
looked though not corset, so molded into looked though, so now room, into O, Colette foot of others both got to. On,
round stove took from closet O around one of columns also bound. Consumed terror, O one of on buttocks, spot for
irons, of total windows closed could not looked, not to. One of coursed through go bonds from who who both irons
once, of buttocks, nor whose voice counted slowly to, nor whose to irons, collapsed into, before around completely
lost consciousness, to two of, of before of drove O to irons to lobe of, proclaiming bold personal property, about of
down forth of longer to iron, about, into though gouging tool, almost stroke of. From irons, O of inordinate, of to
conceal from bore to of crop those before, would gone of, to show to not for another, O, of gowns of allowed only
two models, order variations on both: one down front O other to, corselet above, to below worn bolero one to do
remove bolero shoulders, or to open one to, of course, out of question; irons would below told would to also out.
However, who responsible for two models of, knowing O, proposed of would supported front blouse, on both long
allowing to lowered without off O, not recourse to mouth, almost would boy. O opportunity to notice not loved
to hold of, to open burrow O from holding, moist locked of understood not extraneous obstacles of no completely,
O looked brought, or polka dot, or bolero buttoned, or more conservative of nylon. escorted for, or, employed form,
employed vous. Alone together, strolling through to window shop, or along stones so, no people people who.
Once would into of porte-cochere, or of from rose odor of would loved. O would hook over of porte-cochere out of
door of courtyard of windows on one of balconies, blonde would would stroll through Gobeline, along Mouffetard, to
known to. Once O into brothel hotel, to out forms, not to bother only for hour room enormous golden peonies, window looked out onto rose odor of. However of, you could of powder forgotten on. On above mirror. Once, only once, O
to two of compatriots who through for hour before of to to. O not done or put on not. To golf, though no soon got

over told to open crops, two ones of, two long of scourge long of of folded to form loop, dog’s of whose of not of
sort Roissy, some rope. O outside on. No how accustomed to, no resolutions about could not from took do you, O?”
could could down do you confronted you’re going to for some found to decorative crosses crossed, showed O of wainscoting mirror, opposite, would for some into wood. on of of crops, could from allowed to down to on, together rope,
O would, opposite, complete of of torture. handsome panoply, harmonious of crown of thorns, scourges
portrayed of Crucifixion. Involved, involved would to to question: O could not, chose dog room of Pérouse, along of,
room on floor whose colors who actors of, O ensconced alone on sofa, one of to, another to across from one of Roissy, could not other boy, who could not more two words, told O, to, O once astonished coarseness of, how to to, not
whore, who, of (not to mention who trooping out, luncheon would open bodice to, of, could, could also from furrows
across...................................................................................................................................................................................................

O completely to now to to about condition would Samois, O would so, more lovely to to no more about or alone
so others, not to not second into bathroom O out of O irons porcelain to attention to odd noise both crisscrossing
world’s, O thought something to completely for to. Look towel over to, who so onto bathroom stool, close enough so
could inscription; down bathrobe around pointed to buttocks also monogram for flogged crop also Negro.
Dumbfounded, O. O out though to. Terror into own room. O on combed on corset, stockings, opened bathroom
door encountered mirror, before combing, without notion doing corset, you?.You do look astonished love you, about
don’t lost no most. You look though you proud of, don’t. You you to Roissy you crimson, conviction once O out.
You’re. Don’t. You world to no reason to. Come, you you about Roissy. O’s jealousy would explode to out of not, or
curiosity, to promised explanations, or loved slowness, passion of O’s about, to O, O of you got to you’re to of
to.. so moan from O about. O’s, however not proof constituted, completely to. You you’re going come from,

O you, or. To wouldn’t on, only to O, though convinced of contrary could only to Roissy, would to once would
enough to to obey house on to month of younger, whom could along, not to mother hounding to obtain O’s
permission, room, to could, who would to from bedroom looked though not; decorated trompe l’oeil work to on to
would to O found out would too. O to could of contempt for condition flogged, condition of O proud. O to south
of before almost mirror, motionless hostile to. No to of tones, to touch doesn’t, thought for nothing more
occasional of looked for too for of shore of old farmhouse restored, from. To, protected from neighbors; courtyard,
of house overlooking; O’s bedroom on opened onto second story tops of overlapping hollow for protected from noon
work floor of of bedroom from O’s bedroom from of alcove bounded from of the room of to of of wood - other on
floor of cotton, of yellow two upholstered some Oriental cushions only handsome of long, narrow colored wood shone
mirror. O clothes closet room O’s, morning O on out down snow none look across forehead, above eyebrows, also
of, tremulous adolescent only to out too upon O, one out onto to found O alone on stomach on Oriental pillows
shocked about to shock revolt young to O no accomplished contrary love O. For more to to one afternoon to balone
O cooler normal, who of morning on sofa of cool room on ground floor should to, gone joined O alcove more golden before: eyebrows, to powdered not mouth color. To could O thought to would, or noticed, O took to of on closed,
room almost of wood not. For more hour moaned to O’s aroused, thrown wooden of headboard of O’s to cry out

O, lobes, slowly to of point joined. O tongue, from no broken, moist. O to room, though, for o’clock to go sailboat,
grown accustomed to doing. of afternoon. not room, nor house. out to of oak of; no one down, “or boat. without more
point O, who on Oriental pillows on through toward house got, on gown so afternoon, into room one of O gone,
shouted, gone, O, you both, door. You, you don’t you don’t you not doesn’t love you, O, do, love you! broke down to
sob, O to into, took from one of sobs forgiveness, O’s you don’t to, O, you. you you dog, you’d of you don’t to
would enjoy, you don’t, you don’t know you’re, O, almost down O’s, also: Oh, do. you other morning on long told
me...Told you? you’ve, O, to you to you about Roissy? also told you, you you iron, O you correct, O second. So
along, without position, to O, O’s encountered adoring, O, to you do you. Promise you’ll you you go to told
about.“You’re too young,” O. “No, not too young, going on out not too young, for room to O, promise would to Roissy forbade O to, not on also instructions O not to allow to intention of Roissy completely untouched or of
compensation, loath to O, not moment, O both O to, or flogged old Norah O smothered, O’s mouth to jealousy
glowering on alcove, foot of O’s, foot of O, to wooden crop, O on mouth, prostate, own buttocks both to offer no
other those of admiration, about took O counted too both on to O dangerous for relations reason, coming to O
to aloof from whom, whoever, almost though love coldly, cold completely abandoned O, O could not over love love
known before, worrisome, love, one from love not, for of offending house house O, on O, conversed both:
through, beyond one to or to of collapsing forever to raison somewhere golden doll thought O, so would shadow not
only for, knowing doesn’t longer, without of, without, without only ago, across town to office, to to loved love? So, so
gone forgotten solace solace not word. Do you to enough for to to for to from, for to love so of another compared to?
Ropes of anchors of cork symbols of bonds so to comfort, iron one down forever, how of who you on of rock, love of
who knows how to loves, without O to to love, loved only to how to, to to, who so loved though hobbled, someone

whose of pond whose down, to O for? O how, O committed error. One afternoon gone to together to, alone, to
for on. of around so bronzed, so, so insolent told O appointment director whose, to for some exteriors, probably
mountains above, forthright to open mouth, obvious love one to do looked so about? Nothing; one of those to of to,
appointments to, of problems of enough money to half-completed form, who nod or of closed. O across from took no
of perception to notice, whose lowered, from protection of those people on courtyard, women low some record
to moon provided, though, upon O, who forward shadow, those who noticed stopped, got to boy record, something,
around, completely, stopped record. O come to; motionless two also. Commander those who around O for torches
to more closely. Who, “who does belong to? “You, you, O over to corner of stone covered cushions low. O on on
ground to of, holding onto around to. O’s for, could not, on lounge other corner of to, one or two couples moved over
direction, though, one of the couples dropped woman boldly over. O, opened of nocturnal impersonating,

motionless, young thought no one looking of how serious expressionless, without t of, something, almost on O
forward to of on O to O bother, though; O who you too becoming to you, to interlocutor, so impossible would not
to not too young to know motionlessness of immodesty allowed to, shook goodbye would phone also goodbye to the
shadow O for stood on down houses, almost looked though out of strollers poorly fashioned models, some. You? O to
moved along coast road of yours responded retorted correctly, of other people’s you’re. You’re going to your dress.”

O failed to move. “And I also thought, you supposed to cross your. O no longer about to inform on for peccadillo,
would from denouncing to René? Not O to would not to to, or of own not. How could to would to avoid lose over
someone other to too to? How could convince more, would of of informer? How could would not word, without
impression non? For O to would to. From point on, got out of courtyard of old not another word. Without O,
growing house. O was following closely enough to of strong, odor of would to odor of own of to to room floor,
alone. You’re for you room, nodding to O. you for something not good mood out O looked. “You could for another,
who both O’s concern. not reason, your obedient so obedient you’re not around. Look, you how? O of room, told to
around; rooted to the spot also crosses, you won’t to, of course you won’t to accosts boys not true, O shouted, “you’re
one about to on for of, of doorway looking thrown down on sofa, O could, though to only for of found of almost not
not. Without word, without so to to let O go, to O to go into other room on other of door O, who forced tongue,
moaned points of other probed loins so roughly thought would. Would to no, no joy, no of imagination could
compete freedom, notion could do no, no restriction, on body, for absolute touched to fondle or flog, ordered to do
something solely to, about own, so overwhelmed O proof of often occurred to thought, of, from shoulders to upon
closed, “I love you” could to, though cool of on coursing through from to toe, hotter, dropping down over moist,
closing bolero over. “Come, O,” , you, opening, O noticed not alone. room, to room, also opened, through door,

onto on house enormous, of open cloth trousers, O rose moved toward, who shoving O of O noticed, of Roissy
sporting politely introduced to O, Commander, no to O’s involved Roissy ( exception of) of into the room, door
open over to one of t. On sofa, O bottle of, some soda. So not for something to noticed cardboard box on floor from
Roissy down on on of round, one. O, who motioned over to sofa, could cotton of roughly woven Provençal
upholstery. Norah who ordered to O remove clothing from room. O allowed to off bolero, whalebone constricted

soon O completely, Norah O, automatically to of Roissy, from of room, lowered, so through open window, , barefoot
doubtless who ; to visitor mentioned, to visitor not respond, to soon some, soda, (of of harrowing), Commander got
from O over to O. O thought, going to or not touch, confining to closely, from to offering no comment, of body so
close to overwhelmed O so to or, on contrary, throw down. So lost control toward for understood, over to both one
of closed, or of born of exhaustion, of, about, of pallor, only of showing, complimenting on, to contrast bosom
narrow, irons which he found longer, more probability consented to to following, for something point of told to, to go
room good reason to so to so annoyed who, prospect of O opened someone other, doing of around shouting: “Do
you go into your mouth too, O?” You should looking your mouth! Oh, how you are to you: to those you you’ve you
won’t about not about, you fool,” O. “No! not not fool know you not completely O not, properly of body, no restrictions not off to would only reason not violated restriction would to Roissy, some previously, would over to to demolish
of, of, of - to correct void enjoying imposed upon so to, who only shook to, “you’d Of course would,” O, you broke.
How could worth effort? so love, nor for or other only love one love one’s own thought other more lovely found to
from close of got from exploring fore from around moan more could so only constantly of around whoever holding,
or moaned, could not conceive of to to only to. Moreover, to belonged to to whom belonged, only proxy. come into
room one of those previous afternoons wont to found O would both, without remorse, of to possess through one. of
who would to of point, of s, so downy of more buttocks, only force on occasions, moving about in his room could,
although could not once fortunate to be constantly exposed, constantly imprisoned encompassing. Young on of
room, bowl of O, front of also to from to mirror pond, looked for world like one of those women through though
open door, around so one of irons one of bronze knobs of upon downstairs cardboard box front room box down on,
opened, one one removed objects to, combination; obvious to cover exception of mouth of course for. Sparrow-hawk,
falcon, owl, fox, lion: nothing to of of crowned lion), or to shoulders of person. To along (orifice for nostril) along
both, one to do loose concealed cope down of molded, cardboard located outside of of front of mirror, O on of most,
one thought transformed most also most one of owl two), no doubt composed of whose color cope of almost
completely concealed shoulders, down front, to of from to took off: you’ll owl for Commander. O, hope you forgive,
you’ll on, go look top of, you’ll some to force open to second O loins, forced closed to those for dogs - four long, on
one. O donned told to of around the room, of O. around room, O, O Commander to be removed tomorrow your
on for company of, of, O across buttocks around. Norah alone O avoided. Two hours before, summoned shocked parlor following, more irons on her lower lacerations. O had gone to offending removed, no good to to depilatory, method in allowed to, removed, no more crop. No how, or to, not no of or of terror. The only of O’s efforts to soothe, of
looked upon horror no how profuse alcove though for love, nor how generous over, of own obvious to something
shocking about contrast on on, obvious of, broad shoulders, narrow, long only to, to smooth. Only of goddesses
portrayed so proudly and openly of whose outer more of lower sporting? O who for to foot of also reason only
completely. O worried about, who so enjoyed over to: found more moving donned, removed of above below, so
uncommonly, almost, one does one to told nothing about to, nor would to, nor who Commander’s would. of
afternoon brought to room, for two of hour before, O brown mountaineer’s wooden clogs on, holding, of to on
moon almost, road snow spots, also houses of through, groups of people hour, on thresholds of doors, could people’s
curiosity aroused of closed (not lowered top). Some dogs. On of road moonlight, olive looked clouds floating above
ground nothing about country, into, nothing of road continued to, of over. O down off shoulders. couldn’t, not soul
forest of oak on of, slowed down before a long into porte-cochere, opened approach of some forecourt closing, got
out O out, ordered O to clogs door open cloister on, fourth extension of flagstone court of cloister proper dozen

illusion so extraordinary no one thought of questioning would most to do, though owl, to. From to, to about, moon
toward, people to some touched, formed around on of those two of Provençal could from of to how one who, of
sobered, O expression of horror contempt on of who depilatory; another, young, shoulders choker of around
one of those young to, two roses of golden on boy down to O, on took O’s, to touch of cool, touch, hole through
young, boy to do to, not shocked though of O, though model, or of demonstration, not once anyone to of stone or,

or some from another world, pointless to to? Or only Commander, who O’s, O to, to of courtyard, removed upon,
possessed one other. Second to story of O, according to O, about to, would to consent ....................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................

O
Ode for voice(s)
and/or instrument(s) based
upon Pauline Reage ‘s Story of O.

Voices, one per chapter, read the lines subvocally
at a pace of reading silently with one’ s eyes. Only
O is released : quietly when at the beginning of a line,
louder towards the end. The last O is sustained until
the end of the line is reached.

(Accompanying) instruments, one per chapter, read O as a
note or chord on a stave of words : played softly when at the
beginning, louder towards the end, sustaining the last until
the end of the line is reached.
Prononciation, intonation, key, pitch and levels, may be
agreed upon prior to the event. A stave corresponds
approximatively to one minute, the time one needs
to read five lines of words with eyes only.
It should take 10 to 15 minutes for
instrument and voice to
release O from
each page.
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